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A Little More Grammar: The Passive Voice 
 
Before describing the formation and usage of present passive participles, let’s look at the passive voice in general.  
Most of you have a general idea of what a passive sentence looks like.  If not, now is the time to find out.  In the 
sentences below we have labeled the various nouns with the cases they would bear in Russian. 
 

Active Passive 
а) The soldiers NOM destroyed the village ACC The village NOM was destroyed (by the soldiers) INSTR 

б) Kira NOM translated the article ACC in 1983 The article NOM was translated (by Kira) INSTR in 1983 

в) Thieves NOM steal a carACC every 20 seconds A car NOM is stolen (by thieves) INSTR every twenty seconds  

г) The FBI NOM will arrest her ACC tomorrow She NOM will be arrested (by the FBI) INSTR tomorrow 

 
 

What Gets Changed/Added Between Active and Passive Constructions: 
 

1. The (accusative) direct object of the active sentence (village, article, car, her), 
becomes the (nominative) subject of the passive sentence: (village, article, song, 
she). 

2. The nominative subject of the active sentence (soldiers, Kira, thieves, the FBI) is 
optionally expressed in the passive in a “by-phrase,” which corresponds to the 
bare instrumental in Russian.  Sometimes this “by-phrase” sounds perfectly 
natural (sentences а, б and г are fine – at least to me); other times, though not 
grammatically incorrect, sentences with a “by-phrase” sound “awkward”. (I’m not 
in love with the “by-phase” in sentence в.)  

3. A form of the verb be is inserted.  Note that it can be past (a, б) present (в) or 
future (г). 

4. Sometimes, a different form of the main verb is required: steal > stolen; arrest > 
arrested.   

 
 

Grammatical Changes Between Active and Passive Sentences 
Active  Passive 

Direct Object (Accusative) > Subject (Nominative) 

Subject > In “by phrase”  (Instrumental) – optional 

Regular Verb > Be + Verb (possibly different) 
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Some Differences Between Active and Passive Participles 
 
• Passive Participles – Only from Transitive Verbs 
When describing the formation of active participles we really didn’t have to pay attention to the meaning of the 
verb.  The one restriction was that only imperfective verbs could form present active participles, but that didn’t 
have anything to do the meaning of the verb.  Passive participles, on the other hand, can normally only be formed 
from “true” transitive verbs, i.e., verbs that take an accusative direct object.  Verbs that govern any other case, or 
that are followed by a prepositional phrase, or that are intransitive cannot normally form passive participles.  

 

Verbs That Cannot Be Passived in Russian 
Verbs (Verb Phrases) Reason They Can’t Be Passivized 

помог+ < , завЏдова+, мешЌй+, etc. 
смотре<+ на, забђти+...ся о 
дѓмай+, сидЎ+  
бој+...ся, занимЌй+...ся 

Takes a dative complement 
Takes a prepositional phrase complement 
Verbs are intransitive 
No -ся verbs can take accusative 

 
Thus, sentences like I was helped (by a stranger); He was envied (by everyone); She was taken care of (by her 
sister); He was feared (by his students) cannot be expressed using a passive participle in Russian.  (We’ll tell you 
later on how to “passivize” these kinds of verbs.) 
 
 
• Passive Participles – Not Just From Котђрый Clauses 
For both present and past active participles, we emphasized that they are equivalent to clauses containing 
котђрый in the nominative case.  As we would expect (based on what we saw just above), passive participles are 
equivalent to clauses containing котђрый in the accusative case.  However, passive participles can also be 
formed from single clauses, where no котђрый is present.  The English sentences on the first page of this lesson 
are perfect examples.  Here are some more “non-котђрый” passive sentences: 
 

Active Sentence – No котђрый Passive Sentence – Short Form Participle 

John sent an angry e-mail to Moby. An angry e-mail was sent to Moby (by John). 

Nancy built this house in 1875. This house was built in 1875 (by Nancy). 

 
It is, of course, possible to form relative clauses with these phrases (using accusative котђрые), but we have to 
add an entire clause: 
 

Active Sentence – Accusative котђрый Passive Sentence – Long Form Participle 

The angry e-mail which John to Moby appeared on 
the front page on the New York Times 

The angry e-mail (which was) sent (by John) to 
Moby appeared on the front page of the New York 
Times 

I want to buy the house that Nancy built in 1875 I want to buy the house (which was) built in 1875 
(by Nancy) 

 
Passive sentences derived from active sentences with no relative clause use a short-form passive participle, while 
phrases derived from sentences with a relative clause (accusative котђрый) take the long-form.  Much more on 
this below. 
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Passive Participles 
• Basic Overview of Passive Participles 
 
Passive participles describe what was (is being / will be) done to the modified noun.  
 

42.А Present Passive Participles: Form 
 

The first thing we should note is that of the four types, present passive participles are by far the least commonly 
found – it’s not even close.  You could go a long time without ever encountering a present passive participle, even 
in written form. 
 

 

(Remember - only from imperfective transitive verbs):  -м- (= мы form + ending) 
 
Simply take the present tense мы-form and add the appropriate adjectival ending: 
 

Present Tense мы-form Present Passive 
Participle  

(in various CNGs) 
читЌем читЌемая 

уважЌем уважЌемое 

открывЌем открывЌемыми 

обсуждЌем обсуждЌемые 

 
Stress does not shift from where it is in the stem: 
 

кури<+  курЏмую 

люби<+  любЏмым 

выноси<+  выносЏмой 
 
Stems in {ай+´ / -авЌй+} use the infinitive/past stem (-авЌй), similar to the imperative: 
 

{задай+´ / задавЌй+} задавЌемое 

{узнай+´ / узнавЌй+} узнавЌемых 

 
A few exceptions (what would a grammar lesson be without exceptions?): 
 

несём  but... несђмое 

ведём  but... ведђмые 

Џщем  but   искђмый (mutation undone) 
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Many, many transitive verbs do not normally form a present passive participle.  Here are a few:  
 

No Present Passive Particple Form 

{пьй+ / пи>+};{мђй+ / мы+}; жда>+; 
писа<+; смотре<+; говорЏ+; учи<+  

 
Notice that it’s not strictly a matter of form.  The и-stem хранЏ+ forms a present passive participle, but говорЏ+ 
does not.   
 
As expected, present passive participles agree with the noun they modify in CNG.  The fact that passive 
participles (both present and past) are equivalent to accusative который clauses makes no difference; once the 
participle is formed the only thing that matters is the case of the modified noun: 

 На столЎ лежЏт кнЏга, читЌемая студЎнтами.  (Feminine Nominative Singular) 
 On the table there is the book (which is) being read by the students. 
 

 Что ты дѓмаешь о вопрђсе, обсуждЌемом комитЎтом?  (Masculine Prepositional Singular) 
 What do you think about the question (which is) being discussed by the committee? 
 
   Form Present Passive Participles.  Use Masculine Nominative Singular. 
 
1. обнимЌй+  2. объяснјй+  
3. хранЏ+  4. покупЌй+  

5. {задай+´ / задавЌй+} 6. обсуждЌй+  

7. кури<+ 8. читЌй+  

9. поднимЌй+  10. вёд+´ (exception!) 
 

42.Б Present Passive Participles: Meaning 
 
There are several ways to translate present passive participles: 
 
1) which is being decided, read, observed, etc 
 
As we mentioned above, the subject of the active sentence may appear in the instrumental (with no preposition) in 
the passive, normally with the meaning “by”. 
 

СтудЎнты не собирЌются писЌть сочинЎния, 
задавЌемые профЎссором. 

The students don’t intend to write the compositions 
which are being assigned by the professor. 

Љто кнЏга читЌемая всей АмЎрикой This is the book which is being read by all 
America. 
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2) equivalent to the English suffix ‘-ible; -able’ 
 

незабывЌемый unforgettable 

несклонјемый indeclinable (nouns, adjectives, etc.) 

невыносЏмый unbearable 

неузнавЌемый unrecognizable 

 
У негђ незабывЌемая улѕбка. He has an unforgetttable smile. 

Длј менј причЌстия невыносЏмы. Participles are unbearable for me. 

 
3) А number of present passive participles have made the complete transition to “adjectivehood” similar to the 

way that настојщий and слЎдующий are now considered adjectives, rather than present active participles.  
Among the adjectives that “started out” as present passive participles are: 

 
уважЌемый respected, Dear (used in official 

situations and salutations) 

любЏмый favorite; beloved 

 
УважЌемый профЎссор ФрейдЎль! 

Я вас терпЎть не могѓ!  Несмотрј на то, что 
рѓсский язѕк мой любЏмый предмЎт, вы – 
невыносЏмый человЎк! 

Dear Professor Freidel (no relation)! 

I can’t stand you!  Despite the fact that Russian is 
my favorite subject, you are an unbearable person. 

 
We’ll shortly be seeing several more adjectives (and derived adverbs) that are related to present passive 
participles. 
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42.Б.1   Long-form vs. Short-form Passive Participles 
 
Unlike active participles, which always appear in the long-form (i.e., with a full adjectival ending: -ое, -ая, -ему, 
-ими, etc.), passive participles can also occur in the short-form (which is restricted to predicate position – i.e. 
only after a form of the verb be and never preceding the noun).  Recall also that short-form adjectives can 
appear only in nominative case.  (The choice between long-form vs. short-form in predicate position is rather 
complicated, so we’ll avoid it for now.)   
 
As mentioned above, the short-form is used when the passive sentence is derived from a ‘non-котђрый’ active 
sentence.  If the present passive participle is equivalent to an accusative котђрый clause, you must use the long 
form. 
 
Here are more examples of short-form present passive participles  - no котђрый around.  Note that the verb be 
can appear in past or future (despite the fact that the participle is called a present passive): 
 

Active Passive 
Все презирЌли ТамЌру 
Everyone despised Tamara 

ТамЌра бѕла презирЌема (всЎми) 
Tamara was despised (by everyone) 

Все лїбят РЎймонда 
Everyone loves Raymond 

РЎймонд любЏм (всЎми) 
Raymond is loved (by everyone) 

Я не вѕнесу погђду 
I will not bear the weather 

Погђда бѓдет невыносЏма 
The weather will be unbearable 

 
Examples of long-form present passive participles - from accusative котђрый clauses.  Pre-posing is possible: 
 

Active Passive 
Никомѓ не понрЌвится картЏна, котђрую 
Ђлла рисѓет. 
No one will like the picture that Alla is drawing. 

Никомѓ не понрЌвится картЏна, рисѓемая 
Ђллой. 
No one will the picture that is being drawn by Alla. 

Я интересѓюсь проблЎмой, котђрую Ќвтор 
опЏсывает. 
I am interested in the problem that the author is 
describing. 

Я интересѓюсь опЏсываемой Ќвтором 
проблЎмой. 
I am interested in the problem that is being 
described by the author. 

  Make these sentences (or clauses within them) passive when possible: 
 
1. Все презирЌют despise ВЏтю. 2. Ты читЌл статьї, котђрую ЛЎна обсуждЌет? 

3. Я завЏдую МЌше. 4. СтудЎнты уважЌют профЎссора. 
5. ТебЎ нрЌвится картЏна, котђрую МЏша рисѓет 

draw? 
6. Все бојтся Ѕгоря. 

7. Никто не понимЌет теђрию, котђрую НЏна 
опЏсывает describe. 

8. Я не выношѓ bear іту ситуЌцию. 

9. Что ты дѓмаешь о задЌнии, котђрое наш 
профЎссор задаёт? 

10. Вся РоссЏя читЌет ітот ромЌн. 
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42.В Present Passive Participles: Text 
 
We want to emphasize (again) that this text contains an artificially large number of present passive participles.  Even the 
most die-heard participle junkie would never include this many participles, let alone these rarely found present passive 
participles, in a single paragraph.  But we want you to get more than your fix of these exotic participles. 
 

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

УважЌемые студЎнты рѓсского языкЌ! 

ЖЎнщине, опЏсываемой здесь, ђчень грѓстно.  Несмотрј на то, что онЌ посвящЌет всё своё 

врЎмя своЏм студЎнтам, онЌ не любЏма Џми, дЌже презирЌема. ОнЌ преподаёт матемЌтику, но, 

конЎчно, их любЏмый предмЎт истђрия.  Для неё такЌя ситуЌция невыносЏма. Никто не дЎлает 

домЌшних задЌний, задавЌемых Ўю. Никто не обращЌет внимЌния на картЏны, рисѓемые её сѕном. 

Никто не слѓшает незабывЌемые пЎсни, сочинјемые её дђчерью. Мне её ђчень жЌлко.   
 
СловЌрь 
 

1 уважЌемый here: Dear (official greeting)  but note that it is the same as the present passive 
participle from the verb уважЌй+. 

2 опЏсывай+ // описа<+  describe 

2 посвящЌй+ // посвятЏ+  (т> щ) 
что комѓ/чемѓ 

dedicate (what to what/whom) 

3 презирЌй+  despise 

3 {преподай+´ / преподавЌй+} 
(Imperfective only) + что комѓ 

teach (a subject to whom)  You can’t use this for teaching someone to do 
something.  We’ll cover that later. 

4 ситуЌция situation 

4 выноси<+  // вынёс+´ bear, endure; put up with 

5 Ўю Instrumental of онЌ.  (The “normal” form is ей, but for some bizarre reason, in 
a passive construction every Russian I’ve ever met insists on Ўю.) 

5 картЏна picture; painting 

5 рисовЌ+ // на- draw 
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 УпражнЎние 1  Translate the text into natural sounding English and send it via e-mail  
 УпражнЎние 2  Form present passive participles, when possible.  Use any CNG you wish  

1. сочинјй+  2. люби<+ 

3. описа<+  4. {задай+´ / задавЌй+} 

5. идтЏ 6. решЌй+  

7. занимЌй+...ся 8. сидЎ+  

9. переводи<+  translate (imperfective) 10. выноси<+  

11. завЏдова+  12. уважЌй+  

 
 УпражнЎние 3  Transform these sentences into passive 

 
1. Мне ђчень нрЌвится картЏна, котђрую ЛЎна опЏсывает. 

2. КомитЎт обсуждЌет вопрђс. 

3. Егђ любЏли все.  (Think about how to express tense!) 

4. Весь ПрЏнстон читЌет егђ нђвую пьЎсу. 

5. У негђ улѕбка, котђрую никто не мђжет забѕть.  (Think about this!) 

 


